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Cultivating
Passionate Learners
BCTELA’s annual conference brings together educators
who are committed to teaching practices that respect and
engage diverse learners. This year’s sessions will focus on
topics such as: Inquiry; aboriginal literature and ways of
knowing; authentic digital writing; gender and media studies;
collaboration; backwards design; games in the classroom;
writing about our practice; strategies for inclusion.

British Columbia
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Coquitlam School
District 43
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www.bctela.ca

—an affiliate of the BC Teachers’ Federation (BCTF)
and the National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE)
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Friday Morning Opening 8:30 AM–9:45 AM

Let Them Read Trash/ Reading Unbound: The power of marginalized texts to
promote pleasure, imagination, satisfaction and social action
Dr. Jeff Wilhelm
Grades K-12

instruction, reading programs and
libraries will be shared.

This interactive session will review
a study about how passionate
adolescent readers of non-traditional
texts (such as fantasy, dystopian,
vampire, horror, graphic novels,
manga series books, video game
novels etc.) engage with such texts.
We will explore the pleasures,
satisfactions and uses readers have
for such texts, and the implications
for psychological development,
reading and learning inside and
outside school. Implications for

Dr. Jeffrey Wilhelm is an
internationally known educator,
author and presenter. A classroom
teacher for 15 years, Dr. Wilhelm
is currently Professor of English
Education at Boise State University.
He works in local schools as part of
the Professional Development Site
Network, and teaches in middle and
high school students each spring.
He is founding director of the Maine
Writing Project and the Boise State
Writing Project. He has authored

or co-authored 30 texts about
literacy teaching and has won the
two top research awards in English
Education. His latest book, Reading
Unbound, explores what passionate
readers of marginalized texts get
from their reading in terms of “inner
work;” psychological satisfactions;
and human development. Jeffrey
is the Series Editor for the inquiry
based, non-fiction series “The Ten”
(Scholastic); “The 10 Discovery
Series” (Scholastic); and “Issues 21”
(Scholastic). He enjoys speaking,
presenting, and working with
students and schools.

Friday Morning Sessions 10:00 AM–12:00 PM
A1: Re-Framing Curriculum
and Instruction as Inquiry
Jeff Wilhelm
Grades K-12

This session will examine inquiry
approaches to curriculum and
instruction, from reframing
curriculum through essential
questions to frontloading that leads
to culminating projects including
social action to address social justice
issues.

A2: Cultivating Passion K-5
Faye Brownlie
Grades K-5

Teachers involved in CR4YR (Changing
Results for Young Readers) are
focusing on research-based quality
teaching of reading and on infusing
joy into their classrooms. Come join
the action!
Faye, is a long-standing BC teacher,
researcher, author and presenter.
She finds great joy in working
in classrooms with teachers and
students and passionately believes
that we know enough together to
teach all our young children to be
readers.

A3: Literacy Development
in a Play-based Classroom

Andrea Hunter & Deb Vanderwood
Grades K-12
Children learn best when they
are engaging in developmentally
appropriate learning opportunities.
Please join us to learn more about
how educators can support literacy
development in the early years.
Andrea Hunter has worked as an
Elementary Teacher and Learning
Support Teacher in the Coquitlam
School District. She has presented
on a variety of topics related to
Early Learning: Play-based Learning,
Emergent Curriculum, Project-based
Learning, and Nature-based Learning.
Debra Vanderwood is currently a
Kindergarten Teacher and has worked
as a Learning Support Teacher in
the Coquitlam School District. She
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believes in the value of play and the
rich opportunities it can provide for
authentic literacy learning.

A4: Using Aboriginal Story
within an Inquiry Learning
Framework: Embracing
competencies across the
curriculum.
Jennifer Delvecchio
Grades K-12

Aboriginal literature, as a genre of
literature, can be a great starting
point for teachers to integrate
Aboriginal principles of learning
authentically across the curriculum.
This session will demonstrate this
through broad-based themes and
questions.
Jennifer Delvecchio works
independently and is a TeacherLibrarian with SD 41, Burnaby. She
has collaborated on many projects
with educators that support and
integrate inquiry-based learning. She
has been involved in consultative
projects across disciplines in
schools and has also worked on K-12
curriculum across Canada. Recent
work has been in the areas of:
Collection development, Assessment,
Aboriginal literature, Literacy,
Humanities and Early Learning and
Reggio-inspired documentation of
learning.

A5: Reader’s & Writer’s
Notebooks: A Differentiated
approach to comprehensive
literacy instruction
Jeanie Wilson & Marissa Despins
Grades 4-9

Have students make connections,
inference, ask questions, develop
deeper understandings, synthesize
and analyze all while tapping into
the power of reading and writing
reciprocity. Learn how to use
Interactive Notebooks to differentiate
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a comprehensive literacy program,
which includes read alouds, small
group strategy instruction and
independent reading.
Jeanie Wilson is an Adolescent
Literacy Helping Teacher. Marissa
Despins teaches Gr.7 & 8 Arts
Integrated Humanities. Jeanie
and Marissa are passionate about
engaging and motivating adolescent
learners. Jeanie and Marissa taught
together at an IB MYP middle school
for several years.

A6: It’s a Text-based,
Online, Self-publishing World:
Let’s teach our students to
write like pros
Laura Michelle Thomas
Grades: 4-9

“Brainstorm, rough copy, proofread,
good copy, hand it in” is the wrong
writing process to teach our students.
Find out why and learn about the
six-step writing process used by
professionals and how to implement
it in the classroom.
Laura Michelle Thomas, B.A., B.A.,
M.A., is an author with an extensive
background in storytelling, freelance
copywriting and editing, and
ghostwriting. She is president of
Laura Thomas Communications, an
organization dedicated to fostering
the development of young writers
worldwide. She is the publisher and
senior editor of jaBlog! an online
magazine for young writers, organizer
and host of the Junior Authors
Writers Conferences, and lead judge
and organizer for the International
Junior Authors Contests in poetry
and short fiction. She also mentors
a special team of young writers and
editors from around the world. She
is the author of three novels: Polly
Wants to Be a Writer (2013), The Naked
Storyteller (2014), and The Adventures
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of Bob Warhop (2014). You can find a
special information page for teachers
of writing on her website at: http://
laurathomascommunications.com/
writing-teacher-resources/

A7: She Only Gave Me a
C!” – Effective strategies in
formative assessment to
help students improve.
Jo-Anne Goble
Grades 4-12

Proven ideas to promote deep
thinking, negotiate criteria, provide
effective descriptive feedback/
assessment, meaningful modeling
and productive goal setting. Will
include specific examples in a
framework of Universal Design.
This is an interactive workshop with
immediate application.
Jo-Anne Goble has experience in
elementary, enrichment and learner
support. (B.Ed. Creative Writing/
Special Education; M.A, Ed.-Reading
Education). Has taught in Prince
Rupert, Surrey and currently in the
Bulkley Valley. Still learning!

A8: Watching Women Die:
Gender & violence in the
media
Liz Schulze & Tyler Hagan
Grades 5-12

In this workshop, examine the
frequent intersection of gender and
violence in the media. Find ways to
move students beyond easy answers
and towards challenging discussions
about what these media mean to us
as individuals, communities, and as a
culture.
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Liz Schulze is the Education Manager
of Vancouver’s Cinematheque, and
has facilitated video production
programs, film education seminars,
media literacy workshops, and Pro
D events across Canada, focusing on
developing media production and
critical media literacy skills in teachers
and students alike.
Tyler Hagan is The Cinematheque
Education Coordinator, facilitating
film and video workshops for youth
and adults. He is also a filmmaker,
cinematographer and photographer,
and received a Bachelor of Fine Arts
degree in Film from Simon Fraser
University.

A9: Collaborative
Lesson Study

Tara Olchowy & Joel Nelson
Grades: K-12
Collaborative Lesson Study is a
powerful professional development
method used to collaborate on
lesson/unit building resulting in the
acquisition and practice of new and
innovative teaching techniques.
Tara Olchowy has been teaching for
over 15 years and has taught in both
middle and high school. Currently
she is an English teacher and team
leader at Heritage Woods high school.
In addition to teaching English she
has 2 LIF funded positions, one
of which is in support of teacher
professional development.
Over the past 12 years Joel has taught
a variety of subjects in Texas, South
Korea, Oman and here in British
Columbia. The mentoring model
presented today has been the most
enriching professional development
he has been a part of.
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A10: A collaborative Approach
to Understanding By Design
(UbD) in order to Meet
Students’ Individual Needs in
the English Classroom
Rachel Romero & Lauren Citton
Grades 5-12

Rachel (Special Education
Coordinator) and Lauren (Teacher)
will speak to their experience of
collaboratively creating units using
the UbD template. Samples of unit
plans, lesson plans, learning activities,
and instructional strategies, along
with successes and challenges, will be
shared.
Rachel recently completed a Masters
of Education in Special Education
at UBC. She strives to continually
expand her practice, with the goal of
fostering cooperative and engaging
learning environments, where each
student is challenged and excited to
learn.
Lauren is currently pursuing a Masters
in Creativity and Curriculum Design at
UBC. She is passionate and dedicated
to improving her practice to deliver
quality education. She strongly
believes in the power of collaboration
and cross-curricular education.

A11: Happiness is…
Passionate, Personal Inquiry
Joanne Panas
Grades 9-12

What are any of us more passionate
about than our own happiness? Using
a model of inquiry where students
create something before doing
any research, you can adapt this
happiness unit to many big ideas that
will engage diverse learners.
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A12: Game On!

Liz Wallberg & Carla Summerfelt
Grades: 9-12
Mention gaming in the classroom
and watch the excitement rise.
This workshop presentation will
explore the use of gaming principles
to create a classroom of active
learning and engagement. There
will be a discussion of resources and
implementation.
Liz Wallberg is an English teacher of
over 30 years experience in British
Columbia, Alberta and the Yukon.
Corina Summerfelt is an FSL teacher
of many years and is presently
working on a Masters degree in
leadership and a graduate certificate
in online teaching.

A13: Can You Guide from the
Side and Still Accomplish the
Learning that is Intended?
Engaging and supporting
diverse learners using inquiry
Michael Nielson
Grades 4-7

Workshop’s objective: to discuss
methods and strategies that help
engage and support diverse learners
in an intermediate class through
the use of creating a community
of inquiry, encouraging student’s
personal voice and perspectives, and
offering students choice in the ways
they express their learning.
Michael Nielsen is the Head Teacher
of an Elementary School in Burnaby.
He enjoys the challenge of guiding
lower intermediates in engaging and
becoming more empowered in their
own learning.

Joanne Panas has been teaching for
over 20 years, most of it English, and
almost all of it in Richmond, BC. She
loves her job (but is still looking for
better ways to handle the marking).
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Friday Afternoon Sessions 1:15–3:15 PM
B1: Inquiry In The Primary
Grades: A space for students
to be creative
Don Blazevich & Belinda Chi
Grades K-5

Come and see how two teachers
incorporate inquiry into their Grade
2/3 classrooms. Classroom examples
will be shared to illustrate how open
inquiry can work with young children.
Individual Inquiry and Inquiry Centres
will be highlighted in this workshop.
Don Blazevich enjoys working
alongside the students in his Grade
2/3 classroom in the Burnaby School
District. He is passionate about
discovering ways to incorporate
student voice and choice through the
inquiry process.
Belinda Chi is primary teacher in the
Burnaby School District. Her focus
in education revolves much around
building community, and fostering a
positive learning environment for her
students to explore their inquiries.

B2: Getting the Word Out:
English Practice Writer’s
Workshop
Pamela Richardson
Grades K-12

Curious about BCTELA’s journal
English Practice? Learn about our
scope and guidelines, and talk with
journal contributors, reviewers and
the editor. Enjoy time to generate
ideas for articles, work on a draft and
discuss your work with opportunities
for feedback.
Pamela Richardson is the happy
editor of English Practice and a
full-time instructor in the Faculty of
Education at UBC (Okanagan).
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B3: Exploring
Core Competencies:
Communication, thinking,
and personal and social
competence in BC schools
Sharon Jeroski, Anita Chapman, Jo
Chrona & Kathleen Gregory
Grades: K-12

Since 2012, the presenters have
worked with teachers across BC
(pre-school to graduation) to
define and gather illustrations of
“core competencies” across grades,
subject areas, and the daily life of
schools. Core competencies—sets
of intellectual, personal, and social
and emotional proficiencies that
all students need—are central to
the re-design of curriculum in BC.
Participants will explore draft profiles
and illustrations for Communication,
Creative Thinking, and Identity, look
at connections to First Peoples’
Principles of Learning, and contribute
to in-progress work on Critical
Thinking.
Sharon Jeroski is a researcher, writer,
and speaker with special interest in
assessment and evaluation, English
language arts, and action research.
Dr. Jeroski is currently directing
development of BC Core Competency
Profiles and analyzing results of
Changing Results for Young Readers.
She studied at UBC, where she
received a doctorate in measurement
and research methodology.
Anita Chapman is a consultant
specializing in professional
development, curriculum and
assessment, with special interest
in science. Currently, part of the
development team for BC Core
Competency Profiles, she also worked
on the BC Performance Standards,
and co-constructed Science

Performance Standards. She recently
retired Assistant Director, Professional
and Social Issues Division, BCTF.
Jo-Chrona’s experience includes
development of First Peoples courses
and selection of resources for the
BC Ministry, as well as working on
transformation initiatives, including
perspectives on cross-curricular
competencies. Currently District
Aboriginal helping teacher in Surrey,
Jo ’s previous experience includes
policy analysis for the First Nations
Education Steering Committee, as
well as secondary and preservice
teaching.
Kathleen Gregory taught secondary
English and Special Education in
Sooke, as well as preserivce courses
at the University of Victoria. The coauthor of several books on learning
and assessment (most recently,
Rethinking Letter Grades), Kathleen
is part of the development team for
Core Competency Profiles. She is wellknown for her work on assessment for
learning, especially student-involved
assessment.

B4: Middle Mosaic

Featured speakers: Jeff Wilhelm,
Faye Brownlie, Leyton Schnellert and
including round table speakers Cindy
Miller, Linda Watson, Nicole Widdess
and others!
Grades 4-9
This institute will help you develop
your capacity to build students’
capacity to engage with, honor and
take up diverse perspectives and
literacies and make a difference in
their world. Explore approaches
that nurture students’ creativity,
critical thinking, communication,
social responsibility and personal
responsibility. Examples and ideas
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from the It’s All About Thinking series
will be highlighted. Then participants
attend round tables where presenters
share classroom ideas and examples.
Round table topics include texts
sets, culturally responsive teaching,
inquiry, universal design for learning,
visual literacy, and literature circles.
Host Leyton Schnellert is an Assistant
Professor at UBCO. His research and
teaching focus on teacher inquiry,
literacy and language learning, middle
years philosophy and methods, and
inclusive education. He has been a
middle, junior high, and secondary
school classroom teacher, and a
learning resource teacher K–12. Leyton
is a long-time member of the BCTELA
Executive.

B5: Texts that Talk to Each
Other: Conversations between
diverse texts and essential
questions
Kelley Inden & Pamela Smith
Grades 5-12

Essential questions are questions we
can’t afford to ignore. Organizing
units of study around these types
of questions creates powerful
conversations between texts,
between students, and within our
selves, deepening understanding
and analysis. Examples from units
in Humanities and English will be
explored.
Kelley Inden (B.ed, M.Sped) has been
teaching in Northern BC for over 15
years. She has taught in a variety of
settings, including alternate, oneroom school house, and classroom.
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She teaches many different courses in
the humanities from Grades 8-12.
Pamela Smith (B.Ed., M.E.P.) has been
teaching in the Lower Mainland
for the past 28 years. She has
taught English at the secondary
and elementary levels, as well as
students who have special needs and
ELL learners. She currently teaches
at Byrne Creek Secondary and is a
member of the BCTELA Executive.

B6: Cultivating
Compassionate Learners
Ben Louis & Erin Louis
Grades 5-12

What are the conditions needed to
enable innovative and passionate
learning? In this session, participants
will explore the merit of investing
in community-building and selfawareness projects and activities.
What would the learning be like if
students felt that they belonged, felt
valued for what they can contribute,
and felt somewhat aware of who they
are as a person?
Ben Louis is an Aboriginal Education
Teacher for SD22 (Vernon). He
specializes in Aboriginal language
and culture programming, including
English First Peoples and First Nations
Studies 12. He completed his M. Ed
in 2012, which focused on secondlanguage acquisition and language
revitalization.
Erin Louis is the Adolescent Literacy
Coordinator for SD22 and a part-time
classroom teacher. She obtained
her M. Ed from UBC, under the
supervision of Dr. Leyton Schnellert,
focusing on differentiated text in
content-area classrooms. She has
taught K-12 in BC and Alberta in
English and French.
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B7: Non-Fiction Literacy –
Whose Job is it Anyway?
Kyla Hadden
Grades 9-12

Both English teachers and content
area teachers struggle with providing
non-fiction literacy instruction in
their classrooms. This workshop
will look at ways to assess students’
non-fiction needs and offer practical
suggestions for meeting these needs.
Kyla Hadden is an elementary
trained teacher that found her home
in a small secondary school. She
has taught a variety of Humanities
courses over the past 10 years. She
also works as a district literacy teacher
in the North Okanagan-Shuswap.

B8: Igniting the Passion to
Write: A residential school
themed literacy unit
Marla Gamble & Reagan Sawka
Grades 4-9

Join us for an interactive exploration
of our Residential School Themed
Literacy Unit for the middle school
years. It was designed with the
L.U.C.I.D (Learning for Understanding
through Culturally Inclusive
Imaginative Development) curriculum
development team, part of the SD
#52 Aboriginal Education Department
and in consultation with literacy
specialist – Faye Brownlie. Find out
how teachers sparked passion in their
students igniting a desire for better
writing. Students found strength in
their own voices and discovered they
could stand up for social justice by
learning about Residential School
history and impacts.
Marla Gamble is a well-experienced
elementary teacher from Prince
Rupert, BC, with a background in ELD
and special education. She graduated
from the SFU Aboriginal Language and
Culture Teacher Education Program.
Marla has had the pleasure of working
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with students K-12, but has found her
passion teaching grade 6 students at
Prince Rupert Middle School.
Reagan Sawka is an experienced
secondary school teacher from Prince
Rupert, BC, with a background in
special education and curriculum
design. She has been involved with
the L.U.C.I.D. research partnership
for the past 10 years. Reagan teaches
at Charles Hays Secondary School
and is a resource teacher in SD #52
Aboriginal Education Program

B9: Self Identity
in the Global Village

Tricia Keith & Tracy Hetherington
Grades 9-12
This workshop will explore the
technologies used to visually
express the Self, from the time of
cave paintings to today’s instant
“Selfies”. The deep need to say, “I
am here” is part of what makes us
human. The other side of this deep
need is to be seen by others. Our
workshop will look at the ways we
construct our Self Identity in current
social media, explore where genuine
connection truly takes place and
where social expectations influence
our authentic expression. Through
discussion, hands-on exercises and a
slide presentation, participants will
be guided to find their own insights
around what constitutes thoughtful
self expression and evaluate the
challenges of expressing one’s self in
the marketplace of the WWW.
Since 2012 Tracy and Tricia have
focused their combined creativity
towards art projects and events
designed to inspire, celebrate and
connect people to themselves,
others, and nature. Both Tracy
Hetherington and Tricia Keith come
from art backgrounds. Both studied
and graduated from Art Institutions
and hold BFAs.
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B10: “Help!” – Engaging
Strategies that Support
Inclusion

Teresa Monkman & Elaina Devison
Grades 4-12
An opportunity to see “big
idea” lessons and novel studies
collaboratively developed on the
principles of Backward Design and
UDL. It will include interactive time
in which teachers consider using the
strategies in their classrooms.
Teresa trained as an intermediate
classroom teacher, but has many
years’ experience as a TeacherLibrarian. She completed her MA at
UBC in Curriculum and Instruction.
Currently, she belongs to a cohort
from the Bulkley Valley that works
with Faye Brownlie.
Elaina, originally from Nova Scotia,
moved to BC in 2005 to pursue her
career in teaching after receiving her
B. Ed., from Acadia University. She
currently teaches Language Arts at
Smithers Secondary School in the
beautiful Bulkley Valley.

B11: Reading Strategy
Instruction: Moving from
assessment to instruction
Jeanie Wilson & Lisa Kean
Grades K-12

Learn how to use the information
obtained from performance based
reading assessments, such as Reading
and Responding, the DART and the
RAD, to find an instructional focus for
targeted Whole Class, Small Group
and Individual literacy instruction.
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experience spanning grades K
through 9. Both are literacy specialists
who understand the realities of our
modern, diverse classrooms and
can balance that with new research
around developing comprehensive
literacy instruction.

B12: Integrating Diverse Texts
into the Classroom to Increase
Engagement and Learning
Tammy Renyard & Andrea Hart
Grades 9-12

When students have opportunities
to work across texts, they have
more ways into and engage more
deeply with a topic. There is also
more potential to nurture critical
and creative thinking. Strategies
to increase engagement and
relevance will be shared. In addition
to examples from ELA and Science,
you will have an opportunity to find
diverse texts that link to a range of
themes/learning outcomes. BYOD
(Bring Your Own Device)
Andrea Hart is a teacher at Victoria
High School. Over the last couple
of years, she has been working to
provide greater access points for
students by using diverse texts in
the classroom. Tammy Renyard is a
teaching vice principal at Spectrum
Community School. Tammy is
committed to increasing student
engagement and ownership in the
classroom. Andrea and Tammy are
members of the SD61 committee
working on the Creative Thinking
Cross-Curricular Competency
Continua.

Jeanie Wilson and Lisa Kean are
Literacy Helping Teachers. They have
over 30 years of combined teaching
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Conference
at a glance
Friday sessions at Terry
Fox Secondary
Friday, October 24, 2014
8:30 am–3:00 pm

BCTELA Provincial Conference
October 24, 2014

Opening morning speaker
Jeff Wilhelm

Conference Host Hotel

PoCo Inn and Suites Hotel & Conference Center
1545 Lougheed Hwy, Port Coquitlam, BC
(604) 941-6216

Choose 2 of 24 two-hour
sessions with presenters
from British Columbia and
beyond.

Conference Host School
Terry Fox Secondary
1260 Riverwood Gate
Port Coquitlam, BC
V3B 7Z5

Lunch provided.

FRIDAY, OCT 24
Morning

Opening speaker
Two-hour breakout sessions

Lunch

Author signings
Buffet Lunch

Afternoon

Two-hour breakout sessions

Evening

BCTELA Annual General Meeting

www.bctela.ca
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FEE SCHEDULE
BCTF members

$125

Non BCTF members

$150

TOCs and pre-service teachers

$100

Teachers from SD 43

$100

To register, go to www.bctela.ca. Registration closes October 20, 2014 at 4:30 pm.
Y14-0011
September 2014

